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Alton

It has been an up and down situation with the 
COVID-19 pandemic across the world. We have 
been doing a fair number of SARs in BC. Our hat's 
off to our crews who stepped up to the plate when it 
was required to help find a missing person or shut 
down an errant ELT. Protocols were followed to the 
'T' by all our members keeping social distancing 
when they could, wearing a mask and using hand 
sanitizer when in the aircraft.

We started flying training again as of July 2nd but on 
a much smaller scale; one aircraft crew or ground 
homing crew and minimum SHQ staff. We have three DND evaluations between 
now and September 30th. Our Provincial Training Officer and his assistant will be 
out to these areas doing some pre-eval training. I know our crews will do a bang-up 
job and pass with flying colours. 

Due to COVID-19, the town hall meetings scheduled for this year have been put on 
the back burner for now. With luck, we will do them next year.

The Executive have sent in the documents outlining our funding request from the 
province. We should be hearing back soon from EMBC on that. Thank you to 
Ashley Owen, who spent many hours formulating this very large job.

A huge THANK YOU to Kym Trask for putting together all the online training 
sessions. There was always a great turnout of members for each session to help 
keep the mind working and staying current on at least the classroom side of things. 
Manitoba also did the same and we were invited to their sessions as well. All the 
sessions can be reviewed at . If you missed any 
or wish to review them again, just log into this site.

The next Zone Commanders' meeting is scheduled to take place in Kelowna on 
October 23 – 25th, 2020, but may resort to an online meeting depending on the 
COVID-19 situation. Stay tuned for more on this one.

As many of you know we lost a couple of members this year to cancer. Our 
heartfelt sympathy goes out to the families and friends of Keith Bennett, Provincial 
Secretary and Rick Beatty, Deputy Zone Commander NWE. Both will be missed by 
many in PEP Air.

Stay Safe and Healthy

www.pepairmaps.ca/training.html

http://www.pepairmaps.ca/training.html


Crews being briefed on the 
Abbotsford apron prior to 
Operation Inspiration.

Photos: Sean Smith (ZBB).

Continued on next page.

Inspiration
Operation

We've been through a lot of 
bad news in 2020. First, the 
ongoing COVID-19 crisis, 
affecting every one of us in so 
many ways, and the loss of 
loved ones. Then the tragic 
and senseless shooting 
rampage in Nova Scotia. Add 
to that, the loss of a Canadian 
Forces Cyclone helicopter in 
the Mediterranean, with the 
entire crew. To try and boost 
the nation's spirits, the 
Snowbirds embarked on a 
cross-Canada tour, called 
"Operation Inspiration". They 
had almost completed their 
east-to-west mission, when 

tragedy struck again: a Snowbird jet 
crashed at Kamloops, taking the life 
of Captain Jennifer Casey, and 
seriously injuring pilot Captain 
Richard MacDougall.

On Monday, May 18th, only a day 
since the terrible accident, a group 
of Vancouver based pilots took to 
the air to pay a flying tribute to the 
fallen Snowbird, and carry on the 
spirit of the cross-Canada message 
that the Snowbirds had started. The 
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ZBB pilots Sean Smith and Daniel Jun prior to take-off.

Inspiration
flight, "Operation Backup Inspiration", was organized by Ryan Van Haren, a local pilot 
and air traffic controller, and a leader of the BC General Aviation Association. Not 
surprisingly, many CASARA pilots in the BC SW zone are also members of the BCGA. 

Response to the call for volunteers was immediate and almost overwhelming: the 
organizers had to cap the number of aircraft at thirty-five to keep things manageable. 
Pilots and planes converged on Abbotsford (CYXX) where the operation was being 
organized. One of the ATC controllers at Abbotsford volunteered his efforts to assign 
special transponder codes for the flight. 

Realizing that a flight of over thirty 
aircraft with a single leader might 
prove unwieldy, it was broken down 
into three flights, with team leaders. 
Ryan Van Haren led the first flight, 
with CASARA's Henry Ilg leading the 
second, and CASARA's Fred Carey 
leading the third. Henry's wife Ruth 
was on board, and their son Dave at 
the controls. 

Other CASARA members involved 
included pilots Daniel Jun, Jeff 
McKay, Cynthia Prescott, Darren 
Devolin and myself. Dave Qualley 
rode as a safety pilot in another 
aircraft, and Paul Monchamp was 
present as ground support and 
mashaller at YXX. Ryan Van Haren 
is also a transport pilot for CASARA. 

Separately, over in Squamish, CASARA's Collette 
Morin led another flight of ten aircraft in their own 
tribute flight in that area.(thanks to Henry for 
backing up the recollections of my memory cells! 
Apologies if anyone was left out.)  

The flight from Abbotsford was given route maps, 
the route being an approximation of what the 
intended Snowbirds flight would have been, 
passing local hospitals and other landmarks to get 
maximum exposure to as many neighbourhoods 
as possible. Instructions were strict - follow the 
leader at about a half mile separation, stay within 
the designated altitudes and speeds, no fancy 
flying. If you lose the leader, or find yourself off the 
course, break off and go home. 
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Sean Smith is a CASARA pilot out of

Boundary Bay (ZBB) and is a regular

contributor to the newsletter.

 - Continued from previous page.Inspiration
Sounds easy enough, right? Well 
sure, maybe for anyone with the 
training and skills of the 
Snowbirds, or other military 
background. For a group of 
mismatched, I mean, diverse skill 
sets and aircraft types, speeds, 
performance.,.keeping everyone 
in line was a real challenge! This 
was an entirely new experience 
for many of us, and just keeping 
that plane ahead in sight, and at 
the right spacing, was a real 
challenge, but we proved up to 

the task. We all completed the course, went 
back to our respective home bases, and most 
important of all, we all did it SAFELY. 

While I was thrilled to be a part of this, and felt 
it was a great way to show our respect for the 
Snowbirds team and fallen Snowbird Jenn 
Casey, I did have to wonder if it would be 
noticed much at all by anyone outside the 
close-knit aviation community. I was proved 
wrong. The news media did numerous articles 
and video clips on it, and the appreciation 
notes poured in via social media. Many 
regular folks were very touched that this group 

of aviators would go to such great 
lengths, at such short notice, to make 
this happen. 

But I think probably the best message, 
in my mind, came from a very good 
friend of mine in Nova Scotia. He is a 
Cyclone helicopter pilot in the Forces, 
and knew some of the crew lost in the 
crash in the Mediterranean. He wrote: 
"I'm proud of you, bud. Thanks for 
doing this. My wife says she's proud of 
you too. We needed a feel good story."
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Back in 1945 with WWll still going strong the Lower 
Mainland of BC was a centre for pilot training for the
war effort. On Friday, June 1st, 1945 at 09:06 hrs a 
Liberator bomber took off from Abbotsford on a training flight. 
Their last radio transmission was acknowledged at 09:40 hrs.

There then followed a sixteen day search for the missing crew and plane. Two hundred crew in fifty-three 
planes flew 372 sorties and covered over a million kilometres during this search.

The plane was located on June 16th, it had struck Mt. Walsh less than a hundred feet from the summit. 
Due to the difficulty of the terrain it took three more days using Jeeps and pack horses to arrive at the 
crash sight. There were no survivors and due to the difficulty of removing the remains, they were buried 
at the crash sight; the grave being marked with a simple wooden cross.

So things remained until 1983 when the Canadian 
Cadet Forces entered the scene. Air Cadet Squadron 
861 climbed to the crash sight where they erected a 
memorial cairn beside the, now named, Airplane Creek.
One of the engines from the crashed Liberator was
incorporated into this cairn.

Memorial
Airplane Creek



In 2013 Air Cadets from 147 Squadron returned to the 
crash sight where they found the cairn had been 
toppled into the creek. Plans were made to build a 
new memorial. Ron Shore came up with a plan to 
build the memorial in a more accessible location. He 
had one of the engines transported from the crash site 
and convinced the Fraser Valley Regional District to 
donate a piece of Thompson Park on Chilliwack Lake 
Road to build the memorial. He then set about raising 
the money to pay for it. He received support from a 
number of people and agencies one of which was the 
Chilliwack Fish and Game Protective Association who 
put on a pistol match with the proceeds going to 
support this project. The weather supported us and  
Mr. Shore provided a nice trophy, there was an 
excellent turnout. This competition has now become 
an annual event to continue to recognise the sacrifice 
of the crew of KK241. It has become the custom at 
CF&G to close the ranges on November 11th until 
noon to allow the remembrance ceremony at the 
memorial to take place without the sound of gunfire in 
the background.

Airplane Creek - Continued from previous page.

Nicholas Bolton started off in 
the British Army, then to the 
police in Bermuda, did a 
secondment to the UN and 
finally retired from the 
Vancouver Police. He is an 
aviation enthusiast, 
competition shooter and is the 
President of the Chilliwack Fish 
& Game Protective Association.

Per Ardua ad Astra
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Stan Owen
Executive Member

Stan

Good:
As Executive members, one of Steve Van Wagoner's and my pre-COVID projects was to weed through the 
training video and PowerPoint presentations we had on our website, to determine who should have what as 
minimum training for all positions. We did this with Steve suggesting that some upgrades were needed. He 
promptly started working on the basic spotter training presentation. Since then, the GoTo and Zoom 
meetings have been happening. They have all been far superior to our previous training tools. Now, we 
have much better training tools and opportunities that our members have to watch/review/learn from, any 
time they wish. This is extremely good!

Bad:
Our aircraft and ground homing physical training came to a grinding halt. Our training is bare bones in the 
first place. Oh well, now at least we are starting up again with safety measures in place. Maybe not so bad!

Ugly:
My longer term concern about how COVID-19 effects up-and-coming young pilots that are the usual 
pipeline for PEP Air. This last year has been one of the first where young pilots have had good job 
opportunities since WW2. COVID-19 basically wiped out those opportunities. We need new, young, 
financially stable pilots to replace us older ones!

So, I hate to finish on a negative note, so I won't. The knowledge gained and that is now readily accessible 
to all of our CASARA members by our GoTo and Zoom meetings is invaluable. It never would have 
happened without COVID-19. Out of the bad, good things can, and do happen!

The good,
the bad,

and the ugly!

Cheerio!

CORONAVIRUS
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P T O s
CHALK
BOARD

Provincial
Training
Officer

KymTrask

So much has transpired since I penned my last regular newsletter article (early April). I've been 
extremely busy at a time when a lot of our regular functions were paused due to the global pandemic. 
Multiple missing person cases, and ELT prosecutions, have been actioned during the last five months.

Twelve online video-conference sessions have been conducted over the last four months. Topics were 
relevant to pilots, navigators, spotters, ground homing specialists, search coordinators, as well as all 
those in training for these TMMS specific positions. My thanks to Pat McSorley, Sean Smith, Ken Little, 
Captain Adam Rietman, and Major Kevin Howe as invited guests discussing relevant material and cases 
of interest to all our members.

The SSO SAR authorized waiver on TMMS currency, and zone evaluations will expire 30 September 
2020. Practical training (aircrew and ground homing) resumed on 2 July 2020. As I review the 'forward 
look' function on TMMS nearly our entire MO will turn red as of 30 September unless more flight and 
ground homing training is conducted at our airbases. Two spotters in an aircraft is now acceptable 
provided all the public health requirements are met.

During the pandemic pause we have been able to maintain a strong response posture of seventeen fully 
crewed aircraft, albeit well below our normal response capability. It is very important that practical 
training continue, abiding by all the public health requirements (health questionnaire, masks, disinfecting 
aircraft and equipment). 

Provincial level training (scheduled for 22 March and cancelled due to the pandemic) will be conducted in 
SEA Zone (Cranbrook) from 14-16 August. VIZ will also participate in provincial level training 21-23 
August (Victoria).

“Always ready, even in challenging times”

9Continued on next page.



The Search Coordinator Course (to be held in Abbotsford) and with participants from NWE, VIZ, and 
SWE Zones will be re-scheduled to later this year.

The 2020 CASARA Handbook major revision and update is complete, and the electronic files are 
with the CASARA National office for french translation, printing, collating, and binder insertion. These 
will be distributed to all provinces and territories when available. You will only require one binder 
(does not expire) and any page(s) members use (training or actual SAR cases) can easily be 
replenished at our airbases.

The will be three Zone Operational Evaluations prior to 27 September. In each case it is preferable to 
have minimal crewing (one aircrew, one ground homing crew, and required SHQ staff – SC and RO). 
Major Howe (JRCC) and Major Courselles (NCLO) have both expressed interest in 'observing' these 
upcoming OpEvals. The dates are: SEA 28-29 August, VIZ 11-12 September, SWE 25-26 
September. For each of these weekends the Sunday is the alternate flying day if Wx is below VFR.

Captain Adam Rietman has departed 442 Squadron for 435 Squadron and his replacement has not 
yet been confirmed. I was grateful that Adam was able to join us for the recent spotter online training 
session, and wish him the very best in his conversion course for the CC-130. Adam served as 442 
CLO for two years, and was active organizing military aircraft lifts, participated in my large Search 
Coordinator Course, Zone Evaluations, and our Provincial Executive (Ex-Officio).

As I pen this article we are around 500 members strong. We need to train a little differently during 
this 'new normal' but always target the missions to maintain efficiency and proficiency, leverage any 
available resources, yet remain constantly prepared for any SAR tasks mandated by our partner 
agencies - even during these challenging times - 'That others may live'.  Stay safe, be well, and look 
forward to seeing many of you soon!

Screen captures of     
one of Kym’s twelve 
Wednesday evening, 
one hour web seminars.
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Thank you Henry!!
Henry Ilg receiving a well deserved 
thank you and plaque from Deputy 

Director Fred Carey (below), and later 
acknowledged on Kym Trask’s weekly 

webinar. Henry is a search pilot 
based at Boundary Bay Airport, he 
joined CASARA in 2003. He did an 
extended tour as the BC Provincial 

Training Officer and currently 
manages the CVT program at ZBB.
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Angel Flight
Brent Bidstone

I started researching the idea of charity flights in October of 2018 and discovered that although they had 
names like Angel Flight BC they actually were quite localized. The only way to realistically get involved was to 
do it myself. Research continued into the viability and potential demand, it became apparent that the service 
was particularly required in our area as all patients used to go to Alberta for higher level care and that was no 
longer available. This left patients from the East Kootenay having to go to Kelowna for all higher level care, a 
drive of up to eight hours each way, it could require two nights in hotels. Often they were there for as little as a 
fifteen minute appointment.

With the support of my wife Janet and soon to be partner Todd Weselake, I formed a not for profit in April of 
2019 and Angel Flight East Kootenay was born. With the association I could start raising money towards the 
project and I applied for charity status. We were introduced to a local "not for profit" friendly lawyer who 
agreed to help us. He felt that the charity status could take up to three years and still finds it unbelievable that 
we got it in under three months.

So began my public speaking career (I ended up live on CBC radio twice as well as several local radio 
channels and the local press) and a lot of work later we launched our website and declared ourselves open 
for applications at the end of June 2019. Our first flight was on July 8, 2019 and since then we have done 
sixteen flights, over forty-six flying hours.

As I was between aircraft at the time we started 
by using a rented Seneca 2 at a slightly reduced 
rate. I had spoken to the Kelowna Airport 
managers and they had agreed to waive all fees, 
even on US registered aircraft for Angel Flights. I 
had also negotiated free use of the facilities at 
the Kelowna Aero Shell FBO. This was very 
generous of them and made our lives much nicer 
as we often had to wait several hours for patients 
to attend their appointments.

Continued on next page. 12
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Our hope is to have local pilots in as many airports throughout the East Kootenay as possible, we have 
pilots in Creston and Nelson but as the winter was upon us we have been unable to use them so far 
due to the weather, as a result I have done every flight so far out of Cranbrook as we needed to be IFR 
capable. I hope to get these pilots flying this summer as soon as the COVID-19 restrictions are lifted. 
We require 400 hours minimum as the route to Kelowna is challenging in several ways with high terrain 
over much of it and then arriving into controlled airspace that can be busy.

A big problem we had this last winter was the lack of an aircraft that was certified for flight into known 
icing conditions. If anybody knows of a certified twin sitting idle we may well be interested in renting it. 
The start up has been very successful, we had two challenges, raising money and getting the word out 
that we were available. We have done well on both but the COVID-19 has forced a shutdown for now 
as almost all appointments have been cancelled. They are now starting to talk about reopening the 
appointments and we are beginning to get enquiries again. So far we have no firm appointment dates 
but when we do we hope to re-start operations. We have a doctor on our board who helps with medical 
advice with any patients we are concerned about and is helping us navigate the current crisis.

- Continued from previous page.

For more about Angel Flight, to volunteer or to donate please see www.AngelFlightEK.ca
Angel Flight is a fully volunteer run charity providing free air transportation to residents of 

the East Kootenay to medical appointments in Kelowna. 

Sean Smith manages to fly around BC a fair 
bit, enjoys flying, appreciates our fantastic 
province and is very handy with a camera. 
He recently came across this T-33 windsock 
at Princeton Airport!
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Photo
Showcase
Do you have a 
photo you’d 
like to show? 
Send it along!

Great view from Fl240 o

Hope Air flight to Cranbrook. IAS  167 kts, TAS

245 kts, GS  223 kts, W/V 68 kts from the left.

Photo: Henry Ilg.

n the return leg of a

From the vault,        
May 1988 on the 
Vancouver waterfront.
Photo: Trevor Black.

Ben Hopkins,         
Jeremie Gardner and 

Andrew Muller getting 
ready in Fort St. John. 

Photo: Harvey Epp.

CASARA
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Warren McCormick
Provincial Safety Officer

FROM THE DESK OF....
Greeting from the PSO.  

Sometimes I think I'd like to take a mulligan on 2020, but we 
must stay calm and carry on.

In this issue I'd like to talk about the risks of distraction in the aircraft, especially for the pilot. Two incidents 
have come to light regarding this issue. 

One was on a CASARA flight when the crew was over a target with a visual sighting and while the nav was 
preparing the NOCAL, a discussion ensued with the spotters, the nav and pilot regarding the format of a 
NOCAL message. Now there's nothing wrong with trying to improve things, especially our paperwork but the 
place to do that is back at SHQ not flying low and slow over rugged and remote terrain. It would not have 
taken much of an unnoticed pull up on the yoke or a bit of a roll to put the plane into a stall or spin, which at 
a low altitude is almost unrecoverable,  

The second incident was the crash of the Pakistan Air flight about a month or two ago. The cockpit voice 
recorder showed the two pilots were consumed with discussions about the COVID-19 issue to the point that 
they ignored all aviation procedures. At one point ATC advised that they were twice the altitude for the 
distance away and the pilot replied "I can manage". The landing gear was lowered at one point but then 
raised a few moments later. The aircraft eventually attempted to land wheels up and both engine pods 
contacted the runway, causing internal damage to the engines. They attempted a go-around but the engines 
quickly failed and the aircraft crashed with much loss of life.  

All CASARA crew should be aware of the "Sterile Cockpit" policy. This policy states that all extraneous 
conversation should be avoided during these times:

-anytime in the circuit, especially landing and takeoff
-when the aircraft is in the control zone or under control of ATC
-when "on task" of any type (can be relaxed somewhat when on High Bird, Comms Platform tasking)

Obviously this policy is overridden when the aircraft is in danger, such as on a collision course with another 
aircraft.  

Stay safe and keep the shiny side up.

Safety does not happen by accident
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I received the following paragraph from a Doctor of Veterinary and I believe it states 
our case well. I would like each of you to take the time to read it and be aware of the 
increased risk of going on a task.

I believe that if we have a corona virus shedding individual on a small plane anything short 
of a hazmat suit (which is clearly impractical) is unlikely to afford more than a false sense of 
security to the wearers.  As a result I think that this needs to be explained to all CASARA 
members. Once we are in that close proximity if we are unlucky enough to have a crew 
member who is shedding corona virus we are all pretty much guaranteed exposure despite 
any precautions we might be taking (sanitization of surfaces, N95 masks, and rubber 
gloves). I think that we need to recognize if we are on a search we are at an increased risk 
of contracting the virus due to the fact that we cannot be 100% assured that a person will 
know they are carrying it. I actually think this is fine and am prepared to take that risk (as I 
believe it is relatively small) along with the other risks that close contour flying and small 
aircraft general aviation carry. Of course we spend a great deal of time mitigating those risks 
as we should take some measures to mitigate risks due to COVID-19. But what I think we 
want to make clear to all members who take part in a CASARA/PEPAIR flight is that they are 
going to be at higher risk than if they were to take normal social distancing measures. Those 
risks are not insurmountable but I think it is imperative that we get informed consent from 
people taking part in a search. We should not be giving them any false idea that surgical 
masks will protect them very well. In fact even the N95 masks are probably of little value in 
such confined quarters. All crew members should do their best to stick to themselves and 
not approach others closer than six feet and at least that lets the risk be shared only 
amongst the four. Crews should not be split up or mixed with others. In the end crews must 
recognize their elevated risk level compared to the general public. If one of their crew is 
unknowingly carrying corona virus they will almost certainly be exposed despite all 
precautions.

Please be safe out there. If for any reason you are not comfortable getting into an 
aircraft for a SAR, then please do NOT!  If you have not been practicing 'Stay Safe, 
Stay Home' it is possible that you are a carrier of the virus.

Thank you everyone, Stay Healthy, Stay Safe.

That Others May Live

Alton King
Director General
PEP Air - CASARA
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We in the NE Zone (Prince George) were finally are able to carry out a SAR exercise on August 1st. 
We were able to carry out three flights that involved aural nulls, electronic searches, lake shore and 
sector search training. Given we had three air crews, we staggered their arrivals at SHQ, to ensure 
we kept a minimal number of volunteers in the SHQ area. Everyone successfully passed the BC 
COVID-19 Self Assessment Tool, wore face masks, sanitized hands and maintained distancing, with 
the exception of being in the disinfected aircraft. All volunteers were excited to resume training and 
get on track regarding certification requirements.

During the training flights, one of our eagle-eyed air crew spotted a camper on its side on a forest 
service road, called in the coordinates, and we at SHQ reported the vehicle to the RCMP, who 
responded and dealt with situation. Even during a training flight you never know what might be 
spotted out there.

Don't hesitate to give me a call.

Lyle Larsen
Search Coordinator
NE Zone

if you have any questions or comments, 

PPE for when PEP Airvolunteers arrive at SHQ.

Haydn, a newly checked out pilot, 
in the Piper Warrior, and Daryl the 

navigator,  Sarah was a little shy 
as she hid behind the pilot.

Pilot Dan, navigator Hugh and spotter Dustin,

getting ready to go flying in the C-172. 
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EMBC PEP Air Volunteer of the Year
Lynn Van Cadsand

Lynn signed up as a member of PEP AIR at the age of nineteen and has been an invaluable member 
since then. She has participated in, and coordinated, many large and small searches. Her roles over the 
years have progressed from Spotter, Navigator, Search Coordinator, Assistant Search Master, Deputy 
Zone Commander and now to the Zone Commander. 

Lynn has been the glue to keeping the Northwest Zone afloat for the past many years. She has worked 
hard and diligently to keep an active group of members within the zone. Even with all of the obstacles, 
including the lack of private planes for training purposes, Lynn has managed to recruit and continue to 
train members so that searches can occur effectively and quickly within the zone. Current members of 
the Northwest Zone greatly respect and admire Lynn for her hard work and dedication. 

Lynn has maintained long term partnerships and relationships with other search and rescue groups 
including local Ground Search and Rescue (GSAR) organizations. Lynn works so well with the local 
Bulkley Valley Search and Rescue (BVSAR), that the Northwest PEP AIR will have a large room in the 
building that BVSAR is constructing at the Smithers Airport. PEP AIR will use this room to conduct 
searches and store equipment/materials. Lynn has been part of the fundraising committee to get the 
building completed. 

Over the past many years Lynn has worked very well with the 442 Transport and Rescue Squadron out of 
Comox. Annually she has managed, along with her dad Mack Schat (who just achieved his 45th 
milestone year with PEP AIR) to bring military aircraft and military search training to the northwest.
Lynn organized and hosted a very successful Western Canadian SAREX in 2016, which put the 
Northwest Zone on the map. The SAREX brought in nine planes from BC, Alberta, Saskatchewan and 
Manitoba to Smithers. Many provincial PEP AIR executive members attended, along with PEP AIR crews 
and members, with close to fifty people attending the SAREX. The airport manager of the Smithers 
Airport, Rob Blackburn, thinks so highly of Lynn that he provided airport services and facilities for the 
Western Canadian SAREX at no charge to the Northwest Zone. 

2020
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Alan’s father flew out of 
YVR to YUL via YYZ on a 

TCA Constellation in 1958, 
which explains Alan’s 

interest in the model of the 
Connie below in a 

showcase at ZBB terminal.

Photos: Alan Graham 

“I have known Lynn for the past seven years. My dealings with Lynn as the FBO Manager
were quite positive, she has a personable attitude dealing with folks.”

“She encourages new folks that join the organization, to bring out their best abilities.”

“…she wore many hats. She acted as Safety Officer, Training Officer, and later, temporarily assumed
the role of Search Coordinator. She has served in various positions in excess of thirty-five years.”

“Lynn's passion for the outdoors, aviation and searching developed in her teenage years and have been strong ever since.        
With decades of volunteering, this award could not go to a more deserving person.”

“Lynn has, against all odds kept us flying out here in Haida Gwaii for many years now. Logistically that's not an easy thing to do.”

“With her steadfast dedication and inspirational leadership, this zone has remained operational even without a locally based 
aircraft.”

“She is so good at organizing the training requirements and the searches, she always has a very positive attitude                      
and a great smile.”



Looking for articles, send them to me,

Trevor Black at

finchley@shaw.ca

This newsletter requires input from you! 
So, if you did anything, are, or will be 
doing something in your Zone, let me 
know (and thereby everyone else) with 
a brief and snappy article...remember 
however, that this is not the place for 
the Great Canadian Novel, “How To” 
pieces or those of an instructional 
bent. These would best be placed as 
links on our website, although 
s e r i a l i z e d  a r t i c l e s  a r e
acceptable...first and foremost, this 
is a NEWSletter. Accompanying 
interesting photos would be 

wonderful but they should be 
captioned. Write them, get them to 

me and I’ll do the rest.

The deadline for the next issue is November 15

“Is this low enough?”
- from the internet.

Dan Barraclough giving a 
lecture recently at ZBB.
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